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My father in Garmisch  
Partenkirchen 1959.

Inspiration comes in many guises, I know why I set up The WineBarn and I know exactly who

inspired me to do it: my father Dieter. Years of sitting around the dinner table discussing

the latest wines and how they went with the particular dish we were eating, made a larger

impression than I realised at the time, and even more so now.

Wine was a big part of my formative years, creating an inner love of Riesling

that later blossomed and expanded into a career in wine, but much more than

just a career. End of last year, I lost my father unexpectedly but his inspiration lives on,

driving us on to find new wines and introduce them to loyal and new customers.

He supported my idea of bringing our beautiful German wines to the UK to share with fellow

wine lovers and travelled with me throughout the country to make

our first selection in 2000.

Whatever inspires us is fundementally personal, from an individual we look up to, a beautiful

landscape, a wonderful dining experience and to top it off a unique undiscovered wine.

I know I am the lucky one and it is everything about my job that I love.

In this brochure you will find many unique wines that we have found from our travels

around Germany. Last year, even though a year we would personally all like to forget,

our winemakers think differently. The wines from last year’s harvest are already showing

signs of being full of body and soul.

We hope you will continue to be inspired!
 

Iris Ellmann
md
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RHEINGAU

RHEINHESSEN

HESSISCHE BERGSTRASSE

FRANKEN

WÜRTTEMBERG

BADEN

PFALZ

There are 13 main wine regions in 

Germany, and most of these wine 

regions are located in the south-western 

part of the country.  Below are our 

chosen winemakers and the regions 

they are in.

wine regions of 

germany

AHR

Weingut Meyer-Näkel

BADEN

Weingut Bercher 

Weingut Dr Heger 

Weingut Franz Keller 

Weingut Laible 

FRANKEN

Weingut Wirsching

MOSEL

Weingut Clemens Busch 

St Urbans Hof

Kochan-Platz

NAHE

Weingut Göttelmann 

Weingut Schneider

PFALZ

Weingut Becker

Dr von Bassermann-Jordan 

Weingut Kranz

RHEINGAU

Weingut Allendorf 

Schloss Reinhartshausen 

Solter

RHEINHESSEN

Weingut Bischel 

Weingut K. F. Groebe

WÜRTTEMBERG 

Weingut Aldinger 

MOSEL



Meyer-Näkel is widely regarded as one of the best Pinot Noir 

producers in Germany. The Näkel family has been producing 

wine in the Ahr for five generations and the marriage of 

Paula Meyer and Willibald Näkel in 1950 formed the now 

renowned Meyer-Näkel estate. Willibald was a pioneering 

producer of red wines in the Ahr and his son Werner has 

continued that tradition, as one of the first vintners in 

Germany to experiment with extended maceration and 

barrique fermentation.

Today the Meyer-Näkel estate covers 18 ha of vineyards in 

the Ahr, predominantly in Dernau, with 80% of production 

dedicated to Spätburgunder. The estate is expanding 

internationally with winemaking joint ventures in South 

Africa and Portugal and is run today by Werner and his 

daughters Dörte & Meike.

Meyer-Näkel is a member of the VDP, the prestigious 

association of Germany’s 200+ finest wine estates.

ahr 
weingut meyer-näkel

1. 2019 Estate Spätburgunder dry (SOLD OUT)

 £23.65  £283.80

2. 2019 Frühburgunder dry

 £33.00  £396.00

3. 2018 Spätburgunder Blauschiefer dry 

 £33.80 £405.60

4. 2017 / 18 / 19 Spätburgunder S 

 £47.65  £571.80

5. 2016 / 17 / 18 Sonnenberg Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry   

 £65.55  £786.60

6. 2017 / 18 Dernauer Pfarrwingert Spätburgunder 

 Grand Cru dry 

 £77.10 £925.20

7. 2017 / 18 Walporzheimer Kräuterberg Spätburgunder  

 Grand Cru dry 

 £100.40  £1,204.80

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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AHR

a desire to fulfil the 
responsibility of the 
cultural heritage of wine 
making hence to combine 
tradition and future, 
resulting in showing unique 
terroir in every bottle.

inspiration: 



Weingut Bercher is a family owned and operated winery 

whose family crest dates back to 1457. Based in the 

Kaiserstuhl village of Burkheim, all the way down in 

the South of the Baden, the family looks back over 10 

generations of wine making. The winery was built in 1756 

by Franz Michael Bercher. Being one of the leading vintners 

of the area, Bercher carefully maintains the highest quality 

standards and produces wines with a noticeable volcanic 

soil imprint. The estate holds parcels in both of Burkheim’s 

VDP.Erste Lage (Premier Cru) Feuerberg and Schlossgarten 

as well as the VDP. Grosse Lage (Grand Cru) Feuerberg 

Haslen, Feuerberg Kesselberg and Schlossgarten Villinger. 

Located between the Rhine River and the Black Forest, 

Burkheim produces lush and mineralic wines that are ideal 

companions to a wide range of modern cuisine. Bercher 

produces Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir), Weißburgunder 

(Pinot Blanc) and Grauburgunder (Pinot Gris). All the wines 

go through extended lees-aging and have a wonderful 

aging potential. Weingut Bercher is a member of the VDP.

baden 
weingut bercher 

1. 2019 / 20 Jechtinger Weissburgunder dry 
 £15.15  £181.80

2. 2019 / 20 Jechtinger Grauburgunder dry 
 £15.40  £184.80

3. 2017 / 19 Chardonnay SE dry 
 £29.30 £351.60

4. 2018 / 19 / 20 Burkheimer Feuerberg Haslen Weissburgunder  
 Grand Cru dry 
 £31.50  £378.00

5. 2019 / 20 Burkheimer Schlossgarten Villinger Grauburgunder  
 Grand Cru dry 
 £31.50  £378.00

6. 2017 Burkheimer Spätburgunder Village Pinot Noir dry   
 £17.35  £208.20

7. 2017 Sasbacher Limburg Spätburgunder Premier Cru dry  
 £30.40  £364.80

8. 2015 / 17 / 19 Burkheimer Feuerberg Kesselberg    
 Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry 
 £49.40  £592.80

9. 2016 / 17 Limberg XVI SE dry 
 £30.40  £364.80

 Half bottles on request:

10. 2018 Burkheimer Feuerberg Haslen Weissburgunder   
 Grand Cru dry (0.375l) 
 £19.05  £228.60

11. 2017 Burkheimer Spätburgunder Village Pinot Noir dry (0.375l)  
 £10.95  £131.40

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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BADEN

with no two vintages and 
vineyards being the same, the 
always noticeable volcanic 
soil-imprint shines through 
our wines like an unique, 
recognisable pattern: 
Inspiration Kaiserstuhl. 

inspiration: 



The vineyard was founded in 1935 by Dr. Max Heger, previously 

a country doctor practicing in the region.  

His growing passion for wine saw him purchase some of 

the best slopes in the Kaiserstuhl. Ihringer Winklerberg is 

one of Germany’s warmest vineyards. A steep, stony and 

exposed site rising to an altitude of 300 m, it produces bold, 

ripe Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir). Achkarrer Schlossburg 

vineyard is best known for its complex Weissburgunder and 

Grauburgunders (Pinot Gris and Pinot Blanc). As the slopes are 

steeply terraced, the use of machinery is almost impossible 

and much of Dr. Heger’s 28 ha is tended by hand. 

In 1992, Max’s son Wolfgang (known as Mimus) handed 

the estate down to his son Joachim. He has expanded the 

business, launching a new label - Weinhaus Joachim Heger - 

producing lighter, everyday wines. Meanwhile, the Dr. Heger 

estate continues to produce premium, elegant wines known 

for their structure, longevity and complexity.

The estate received the top score of five grapes in 2017’s Gault 

Millau Awards. Weingut Dr. Heger is a member of the VDP 

and the German Barrique Forum.

baden 
weingut dr heger

1.  2019 Weissburgunder Sonett dry 
 £16.35  £196.20

2.  2019 / 20 Grauburgunder Sonett dry  
 £16.35  £196.20

3.  2019 / 20 Ihringer Winklerberg Weissburgunder Premier Cru dry  
 £24.90 £298.80

4.  2019 / 20 Ihringer Winklerberg Grauburgunder Premier Cru dry 
 £24.90 £298.80

5.  2017 / 19 Ihringer Winklerberg Chardonnay Premier Cru dry  
 £29.50  £354.00

6.  2016 / 17 / 19 Ihringer Winklerberg Rappeneck    
Weissburgunder Grand Cru dry  
 £36.80  £441.60

7.  2016 Spätburgunder Sonett dry  
 £17.40  £208.80

8.  2016 / 17 Ihringer Winklerberg Spätburgunder Mimus   
 Premier Cru dry*
 £34.35  £412.20

9.  2013 Ihringer Vorderer Winklerberg Spätburgunder 
 Grand Cru dry
 £66.50  £798.00

10.  2015 / 16 / 17 / 18 Ihringer Vorderer Winklerberg Spätburgunder  
 Grand Cry dry* 
 £60.50  £726.00

11.  2016 Achkarrer Schlossberg Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry* 
 £60.50  £726.00

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
 *older vintages on request
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creating great wines over 
the past 40 years and still 
feeling that passion inside  
of me. learning from the 
older and sharing this with 
the younger generation is  
a real gift.

inspiration: 

BADEN



Franz Keller is a third-generation estate that has been 

in the family for a century. The estate spans 30 ha of the 

Kaiserstuhl, including parcels of prime vineyards –

Achkarrer Schlossberg and Oberbergen’s Pulverbuck  

and Bassgeige. The production is dominated by 

Spätburgunder and Grauburgunder (Pinot Noir and Gris), 

with smaller plantings of Weissburgunder (Pinot Blanc), 

Chardonnay and other varieties. Mainly growing on volcanic 

soil and loess (loam). Another early proponent of barrique 

ageing and fully fermented dry wines, Fritz and Friedrich 

Keller strive to balance the best winemaking traditions with 

modern vinification methods. The goal is to  

cultivate expressive Burgundy varietals that are perfect 

accompaniment to fabulous food.

The results are refreshing, fruity wines as well as complex, 

mineral driven and powerful wines. The Schwarzer Adler 

restaurant holds a Michelin star since 1969 and here the 

wines can show their full glory. Franz Keller was awarded 

‘Winery of the Year’ by the Eichelmann 2010 wine guide and 

Diners Club magazine named him ‘Winemaker ofthe Year’ 

in 2009. Weingut Franz Keller is a member of the VDP.

baden 
weingut franz keller 

1. 2019 / 20 Franz Keller Weissburgunder Vom Löss dry 

 £15.45  £185.40

2. 2019 / 20 Franz Keller Grauburgunder Vom Löss dry 

 £15.45  £185.40

3. 2011 / 14 / 15 Achkarrer Schlossberg Grauburgunder  

 Grand Cru dry 

 £42.80  £513.60

4. 2019 Spätburgunder Vom Löss dry 

 £18.30  £219.60

5. 2018 Jechtinger Enselberg Spätburgunder   

 Premier Cru dry 

 £39.15  £469.80

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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BADEN

the baden, we wake up
and just see beauty.

inspiration: 



Fourteen generations of passion for wine.

Drinking wine is more than a brief moment of pleasure,  

it is an attitude to life. Like music or art, wine is able to 

inspire, to surprise, to awaken joy. This attitude to life was 

already appreciated by Wirsching’s ancestors when they 

started producing wine in the 17th century. With passion 

and hard work, successive generations of the Wirsching 

family have succeeded in creating wines of special 

elegance, clarity and expressiveness, which today receive 

international awards.

They own almost 90 hectares of vineyards vineyards which 

predominantely stand on gypsum keuper, which was 

formed in the lagoons of the dinosaur age and is full of 

plant minerals. This unique terroir shapes their wines with 

its herbaceousness and richness. This is especially true of 

their Silvaner wines, which have become their trademark 

and are typical of the Franconian region. In addition to the 

Silvaners, their Scheureben and Rieslings are also among 

the winery’s flagships. Wirsching also have a selection of 

innovative cuvées, wood barrel-aged Burgundy varieties 

and multi-award-winning sweet wines.

franken 
weingut wirsching

1. 2017 / 20 St. Veit dry  
 £14.40 £172.80

2. 2019 / 20 Silvaner QbA dry
 £14.70 £176.40

3. 2020 Scheurebe QbA dry 
 £16.50  £198.00

4. 2019 Iphöfer Kalb Silvaner Premier Cru dry (0.375l)   
 £11.75  £141.00
 
5. 2019 / 20 Iphöfer Kalb Silvaner Premier Cru dry (0.75l)   
 £18.30  £219.60

6. 2020 Iphöfer Kronsberg Scheurebe Alte Reben Premier Cru dry  
 £26.75  £321.00

7. 2020 Iphöfer Kronsberg Silvaner Alte Reben Premier Cru dry 
 £24.05  £288.60

8. 2018 / 19 Iphöfer Julius Echter Berg Riesling Grand Cru dry  
 £40.90  £490.80

9. 2017 / 18 / 19 Iphöfer Julius Echter Berg Silvaner Grand Cru dry  
 £40.90  £490.80

10. 2018 Iphöfer Julius Echter Berg Silvaner Auslese (0.375l) 
 £19.90 £239.80

11. 2013 Iphöfer Kalb Silvaner Auslese (0.375l) 
 £31.90  £382.80

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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FRANKEN

we will strive on our 
ancestor’s severance,  
and passion for our 
landscape and its wines.

inspiration: 



Named after St Urban, the patron saint of winemakers, 

Weingut St Urbans-Hof is one of the largest, privately held 

estates in the Mosel. It was founded in 1947 by Nicolaus Weis 

and since 1997, has been run by his grandson Nik Weis. Nik 

has developed a distinct personal style in his winemaking,

favouring drastically reduced yields, indigenous 

fermentation and minimal intervention in the winery.  

Nik owns parcels in some of the greatest vineyards in the 

Mosel and Saar, including Grosse Lage (Grand Cru) Leiwener 

Laurentiuslay and Piesporter Goldtröpfchen.

Nik’s philosophy is to produce wines that fully reflect the 

character of the vineyard in which they are grown. He feels 

producers of great sites have a responsibility to bring out 

the authentic character of both their site and region.  

These are very much terroir-driven wines with their own 

personal character and expression. St Urbans-Hof  

is a member of the VDP.

mosel 
weingut st urbans hof 

1.  2019 Schiefer Riesling dry 

 £16.15  £193.80

2.  2019 Wiltinger Riesling Old Vines off-dry 

 £20.25 £243.00

3.  2019 Bockstein Riesling Kabinett fruity 

 £21.20  £254.40 

4.  2019 Leiwener Laurentiuslay Riesling Grand Cru dry  

 £46.50  £558.00

5.  2015 / 19 Ockfener Bockstein Riesling Auslese (0.375l)  

 £22.10  £265.20

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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MOSEL

i’m inspired by the unique  
and various topography and 
micro climates of the  
vineyard sites in the mosel 
valley, which can be tasted in 
every single different wine.

inspiration: 



Kochan & Platz are two family businesses Kochan (Lieser) 

and Platz (Veldenz) that have been cultivating wine for 

generations. In 2015, they combined their rich knowledge, 

precise craftsmanship and intense passion for wine under 

one label. The result - more experience, a larger 10 hectare 

site, increased production and a wider variety of exciting 

events at the winery. 

Their vines are grown on mineral-rich slate soil and  

are harvested using sustainable methods. Kochan & 

Platz’s multi-generational team combine tried and tested 

techniques with fresh ideas to develop new trends, whilst 

caring for their core range.

Main grape varieties are Riesling, Pinot Blanc, Pinot Gris, 

Rivaner, Dornfelder, Kerner, Pinot Noir

All generations are helping at the winery with the prime 

winemakers being: Daniel Kochan, Oliver Platz,  

Aribert Kochan (senior). Whereas the female side of  

the family, Nicole and her mum Isolde are very much involved 

in sales & marketing and organising fabulous wine  

events that show off a different part of the Mosel and their 

authentic wines.

mosel 
weingut kochan-platz 

1.  2018 Sekt Brut 

 £17.70  £212.40

2. 2019 Riesling Classic   

 £13.10   £160.80

3. 2019 Riesling Old Vines dry   

 £14.20 £170.40

4. 2019 Dornfelder PLATZhirsch dry   

 £12.55 £150.60

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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MOSEL

to delight!
the motivation to constantly 
improve and be dynamic. 
complete attention to 
watching, feeling, smelling  
and tasting.

inspiration: 



Nahe was a relative latecomer to the German wine stage 

and Göttelmann is a near-undiscovered treasure outside 

of Germany. Götz & Ruth Blessing have run this family 

estate in Münster-Sarmsheim on the banks of the Nahe 

River since 1993.

Dautenpflänzer is one of two Erste & Grosse Lage (Premier 

& Grand Cru site) vineyards in Münster-Sarmsheim. The 

south/south-easterly aspect and protection from winds by 

the Münster forest ensures enough sunlight and warmth 

for Riesling to ripen perfectly here.

65% of the estate is planted with Riesling, the rest is 

Chardonnay, Grauburgunder (Pinot Gris) and Sauvignon 

Blanc, with Silvaner planned for the future.

In recent years the German wine media have taken 

a keen interest in Göttelmann and they have won 

numerous awards. Only a few unknown vintners offer 

such remarkable value for money.

nahe 
weingut göttelmann

1. 2019 Münsterer Riesling Black Slate off-dry  

 £13.90  £166.80

2. 2020 Red Slate Riesling dry - AVAILABLE FROM 2022  

 £16.15 £193.80

3. 2020 Black Slate Riesling dry   

 £15.80 £189.60

4. 2019 / 20 Dautenpflänzer Riesling dry  

 £17.65  £211.80

5. 2019 Chardonnay dry  

 £16.15  £193.80

6. 2019 Kapellenberg Le Mur Riesling dry   

 £22.05  £264.60

7. 2017 Kapellenberg Riesling Auslese (0.5l)   

 £26.15  £313.80 

8. 2019 Kapellenberg Riesling Auslese (0.5l)   

 £26.15  £313.80 

9. 2015 Kapellenberg Riesling Beerenauslese (0.5l)    

 £31.10  £373.20

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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NAHE

our drive is the love for 
Riesling and its volcanic 
terroir.

inspiration: 



Surrounded by the most prized vineyards of the Nahe, the 

idyllic wine village of Niederhausen is located immediately 

adjacent to the river and reservoir. Since 1575, it has been 

the home of the family and vineyard of Jakob Schneider, 

one of the most long-standing enterprises of the Nahe. 

There are currently three generations working hand 

in hand at the vineyard. All the “Schneiders” are jointly 

committed to ensuring that the high expectations placed 

on their wines are repeatedly met year after year and,  

if possible, even exceeded. The cultivated vine  

area measures 28 ha. 85% of this is planted with  

Riesling grapes, the great passion of the family. 

There are 52 rock formations in the vineyards of Jakob 

Schneider alone, primarily of volcanic origin but also 

containing slate and river sediments in the subsoil. 

Thanks to modern, careful grape handling and a long and 

gentle fermentation using the yeasts found in the grapes 

themselves, the winery produces charismatic wines with 

immense depth. The grapes of the numerous individual 

vineyards are matured separately and individually. They 

make use of both classical maturation in large oak barrels 

as well as moderated fermentation in temperature-

controlled stainless steel tanks. Both methods yield wines  

that perfectly reflect the terroir.

nahe 
weingut schneider

1. 2017 Weissburgunder dry 

 £14.90  £178.80

2. 2020 Grauschiefer Riesling dry 

 £15.10  £181.20

3. 2019 Melaphyr Riesling dry 

 £15.20  £182.40

4. 2020 Melaphyr Riesling dry 

 £15.45  £185.40

5. 2017 Niederhäuser Herrmannshöhle Riesling dry   

 £20.45 £245.40

6. 2017 Norheimer Kirschheck Riesling Spätlese fruity   

 £19.35  £232.20

7. 2012 Niederhäuser Herrmannshöhle Riesling Eiswein (0.375l)  

 £59.00  £708.00

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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NAHE

working amidst this most 
beautiful nature

inspiration: 



Friedrich Becker and his family own around 24 ha of 

vineyards in southern Pfalz, on the Alsatian border.  

Friedrich Senior was the first of his family to stop selling 

grapes to the co-op and produce his own wines. Friedrich 

Junior took over in 2005 and has proven himself to be one 

of the best Pinot producers in Germany, winning the Gault 

& Milau annual German wine guide’s award for the Best 

German Pinot Noir almost every year since. 

The town of Schweigen and its vineyards have more than 

800 years of history in producing Pinot Noir due to the 

Benedict monks in the nearby Abbey of Weissenburg  

who were cultivating Pinot Noir on the perfectly suited 

limestone vineyards of “Kammerberg”, “Sankt Paul”, 

Heydenreich and others on both sides of the border  

around the town of Schweigen.

Weingut Becker is a member of the VDP.

pfalz 
weingut becker

1. 2019 Petit Rosé Cuveé dry 
 £14.10 £169.20

2. 2016 Becker Family Spätburgunder dry 
 £17.30  £207.60

3. 2017 Becker Family Spätburgunder dry 
 £17.30  £207.60

4. 2017 Spätburgunder B 
 £24.10  £289.20

5. 2017 Schweigener Spätburgunder dry
 £27.40  £328.80

6. 2016 / 17 St. Paul Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry* 
 £81.40  £976.80

7. 2016 / 17 Kammerberg Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry*  
 £81.40  £976.80

8. 2016 / 17 Heydenreich Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry* 
 £167.30  £2,007.60

9. 2018 Eiswein (0.375l) 
 £24.40  £292.80

Magnums:
10. 2013 Spätburgunder B dry MAGNUM 
 £58.05  £696.60

11. 2013 Schweigener Spätburgunder dry MAGNUM  

 £65.95  £791.40

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT

 *older vintage may be available on request
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PFALZ

to be able to work in our 
amazing vineyards, steeped 
deep in tradition and its 
chalky soils which are on the 
german and the french side 
of the border which have 
been and will be essential to 
all generations of our family. 

inspiration: 



The Jordan family first established the estate in 1718. Since 

then, the Bassermann-Jordan dynasty has produced 

leaders in Germany’s political, cultural and viticultural 

circles over the centuries. Ludwig Bassermann-Jordan 

was a founding member of what became today’s VDP, 

the prestigious association of Germany’s 200+ finest 

wine estates. The estate is also home to the Museum of 

Historical Wines, which holds wines from as early as 1811.

Bassermann-Jordan is an organic estate and covers 49 

ha across 20 individual vineyards in Forst, Deidesheim 

and Ruppertsberg, including Grosse Lagen (Grand 

Cru), Kirchenstück and Jesuitengarten in Forst and 

Hohenmorgen in Deidesheim. All parcels are primarily 

dedicated to Riesling.

Today, the estate is managed by general managers Ulrich 

Mell and Gunther Hauck. Weingut Dr Von Bassermann-

Jordan is a member of the VDP.

pfalz 
weingut dr von bassermann-jordan

1. 2019 / 20 Estate Riesling dry 
 £18.49  £221.88

2. 2018 Sauvignon Blanc dry 
 £21.40  £256.80

3. 2019 / 20 Deidesheim Riesling dry 
 £21.40  £256.80

4. 2019 / 20 Deidesheimer Leinhöhle Premier Cru dry 
 £25.95  £311.40

5. Riesling Sekt Brut 
 £23.50  £282.00

6. 2019 Kieselberg Riesling Grand Cru dry 
 £49.50 £594.00

7. 2020 Deidesheimer Hohenmorgen Riesling Grand Cru dry  
 £61.85 £742.20

8. 2019 Ungeheuer Riesling Grand Cru dry*
 £56.65  £679.80

9. 2019 Pechstein Riesling Grand Cru dry 
 £63.90   £766.80

10. 2017 Kalkofen Riesling Grand Cru dry* 
 £60.25  £723.00

11. 2019 / 20 Kalkofen Riesling Grand Cru dry* 
 £54.45  £653.40

12. 2019 / 20 Jesuitengarten Riesling Grand Cru dry 
 £71.05 £852.60

13. 2020 Kirchenstück Riesling Grand Cru dry  
 £114.10 £1,369.20

14. 2013 Ruppertsberger Reiterpfad Riesling Auslese (0.375l)   
 £27.80  £333.60

15. 2018 Deidesheim Hohenmorgen Riesling Auslese (0,375l)  
 £35.10  £421.20

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
 *older vintages on request. Price will vary.
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PFALZ

to produce fabulous wines 
with authenticity that mirror 
the wine’s origin from 
our top sites deidesheim, 
ruppertsberg and forst.
every year we strive anew to 
achieve that very goal.

inspiration: 



Kranz a family-run winery in the south of the Pfalz in Germany. 

All of the grapes for their wines are grown exclusively in their 

vineyards, which they have organically cultivated since 2013. 

They do not buy up any grapes. Through hard work, skilled 

craftsmanship and idealism, they have worked their way to 

becoming one of Pfalz’s top wine producers. Since 2012, Kranz 

have been a member of the VDP - Germany’s association of 

elite wine producers and a guarantee of quality. 

The unique terroir in which the vines are grown give Kranz 

wines’ their authentic, long-lasting, timeless and distinctive 

character. Kranz specialise in Riesling, Weissburgunder (Pinot 

Blanc), Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir) and Chardonnay. In the 

wine cellar they only intervene very sensitively and minimally 

in the natural processes. Every year is different and Kranz do 

not follow fixed rules, they adapt to the circumstances. 

Kerstin and Boris Kranz are pleased that their son Xaver, after 

his studies in oenology and viticulture, will continue the family 

tradition as the fifth generation of winemakers.

pfalz 
weingut kranz

1.  2019 / 20 Estate Riesling dry 

 £15.25  £183.00 

2. 2017 / 20 Ranschbach Riesling Rotliegend dry 

 £19.60 £235.20

3. 2020 Ilbesheimer Westerberg Riesling Premier Cru dry  

 £23.90  286.80

4. 2017 / 19 / 20 Kirchberg Riesling Grand Cru dry 

 £37.80  £453.60

5. 2017 Arzheimer am Früstenweg Spätburgunder  

 Premier Cru dry  

 £26.20  £314.40

6 2015 Kalmit Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry 

 £40.55  £486.60

7. 2017 Kalmit Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry 

 £40.55  £486.60

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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PFALZ

wine is our life and our 
passion. our exceptional 
wines are ambassadors of 
wonderful sites and soils 
that over generations have 
told of intuition, precision, 
enthusiasm and finally also 
of hard work. 

inspiration: 



The Allendorf family has lived and worked in the 

Rheingau for 700 years. Based in Oestrich Winkel in the 

heart of the Rheingau, the estate has grown dramatically 

over the last 60 years from 1.5 ha to 70 ha, making it one 

of the biggest family-owned wineries in the Rheingau.

The estate owns parcels in many top vineyards in 

the Rheingau including Winkel’s Jesuitengarten 

and Hasensprung, Rüdesheimer Berg Rottland, 

Assmannshäuser Höllenberg, Östricher Höllenberg and 

Geisenheimer Mäuerchen. While the estate is focused 

predominantly on Riesling, approximately 10%  

is Spätburgunder (Pinot Noir), creating a full-bodied  

style that requires time to mature.

Most exciting is Allendorf’s revival project of the Red 

Riesling grape, claimed to be the predecessor to Riesling. 

It has a similar flavour profile to Riesling, but a little more 

complex, with rosehip notes.

Allendorf is a member of the VDP.

rheingau 
weingut allendorf 

1. 2019 / 20 Save Water Drink Riesling dry 
 £12.55  £150.60

2. 2018 Allendorf Sekt Brut 
 £17.00  £204.00

3. 2019 Rheingau Riesling dry  
 £14.90  £178.80

4. 2017 / 20 Winkler Riesling dry 
 £16.55  £198.60

5. 2018 / 20 Red Riesling dry 
 £21.55  £258.60

6. 2019 / 20 Charta Riesling off-dry
 £18.65  £223.80 

7. 2014 / 17 Rüdesheimer Berg Roseneck Riesling Grand Cru dry   
 £33.95  £407.40

8. 2018 Quercus Spätburgunder dry  
 £27.05  £324.60

9. 2016 / 17 Assmannhäuser Frankenthal Spätburgunder  
 Premier Cru dry  
 £31.25  £375.00

10.  2018 / 19 Assmannshäuser Höllenberg Spätburgunder  
 Grand Cru dry    
 £56.99  £683.88

11. 2018 Winkler Hasensprung Riesling Auslese (0.5l)  
 £16.15  £193.80

Half bottles on request:
12. 2017 Rheingau Riesling dry (0.375l)  
 £9.60  £115.20

13. 2018 Winkler Jesuitengarten Riesling dry (0.5l) 
 £21.45  £257.40

14. 2013 Rüdesheimer Berg Roseneck Riesling Grand Cru dry (0.375l)  
 £20.75 £249.00

   Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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RHEINGAU

as a nine year old boy  
i discovered the magic of 
wine, it is about making 
people smile. 

inspiration: 



Legendary Rieslings since 1337 – at one of the 

world‘s oldest winegrowing estates. Chateau Schloss 

Reinhartshausen has been a pillar of Rheingau wine 

culture for 680 years. Even today, the spirit of both past 

and present courses through their walls. Everyone there 

breathes Riesling! The original Chateau bottlings promise 

world-class quality, now and forever, from the heart of the 

Rheingau. The Lergenmüller family, honor and cherish 

their outstanding vineyard sites by respecting the flora 

and fauna that thrive there. Following each selective 

harvest, their task is merely to preserve and guide the 

outstanding fruit arriving from the vineyards. Traditionally 

considered among the most cellarable bottles in all of 

the Rheingau, they give their wines the time necessary to 

mature. We hope you enjoy their distinctive, harmonious, 

and terroir driven Riesling as much as we do. 

Mariannenaue, an island on the Rhine River, is a 

designated European Nature Reserve and, since 2015, a 

protected appellation for quality wine. Roughly 10,000 

years ago, legend has it that Father Rhine shaped 

Mariannenaue Island with his powerful currents, forming 

a limestone bedrock from sand and stones carried down 

from the Alps. 

rheingau 
schloss reinhartshausen

1. 2020 Reinhartshausen Riesling QbA Feinberb  
 £12.50  £150.00 

2. 2019 / 20 Estate Riesling dry  
 £15.85  £190.20 

3. 2017 Hohenrain Riesling Old Vines Grand Cru dry
 £21.30  £255.60

4. 2017 / 19 Red Riesling (Isle Mariannenaue) dry  
 £23.00  £276.00

5. 2019 Hattenheimer Wisselbrunnen Riesling Kabinett fruity  
 £21.00  £252.00 

6. 2015 Erbacher Hohenrain Riesling Spätlese fruity 
 £30.30  £363.30

7. 2017 Hattenheimer Nussbrunnen Riesling Premier Cru dry  
 £23.55  £282.60

8. 2017 Erbacher Siegelsberg Riesling Grand Cru dry   
 £41.40 £496.80

9. 2015 Marcobrunn Riesling Grand Cru dry 
 £50.55  £606.60

10. 2013 / 15 Assmannshäuser Höllenberg Spätburgunder  
       Grand Cru dry
 £58.30  £699.60

11. 2015 Schlossberg Riesling Grand Cru dry 
 £65.35  £784.20

12. 2009 Schlossberg Riesling Auslese (0.75l) 
 £34.85  £418.20

13. 2015 Schlossberg Riesling Auslese (0.75l) 
 £62.65  £751.80

14. 2012 Marcobrunn Sekt Extra Brut
 £22.20  £266.40

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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RHEINGAU

the transition to organic 
vinification has opened 
new opportunities to show 
the uniqueness of our top 
sites even more, resulting in 
power, elegance and tension.

inspiration: 



After spending time in Champagne in the 1980s, Helmut 

Solter returned to Germany with a vision of producing 

top-class sparkling wines in the German Rheingau.

Solter Sekt is the result: produced by using the Mé thode 

Champenoise, but made from 100% Riesling.

Sekthaus Solter practices organic viticulture, although 

they are not certified. The haus prefers a bone dry  

style and dosage is minimal. Unusually, riddling is 

performed by hand.

Solter produced not only the German equivalent to 

French champagne, but the best sparkling wine Germany 

has to offer, winning the World Champagne & Sparkling 

Wine Awards in London in 2015, as well as medals at the 

Decanter World Wine Awards in the same year.  

Sadly, Helmut Solter passed away in 2013. The estate  

has now been sold.

rheingau 
sekthaus solter 

1.  N/V Solter Brut (Pinot Noir) Rosé  

 £18.35 £220.20

2.  N/V Solter Brut (Pinot Noir) Rosé MAGNUM  

 £40.15  £481.80

3.  N/V Solter Riesling Brut MAGNUM  

 £40.15  £481.80

4.  2009 Brut Rheingau Riesling Sekt Reserve 

 £46.05  £552.60 

5.  2005 Brut Pinot Cuveé 

 £46.05  £552.60 

6.  2012 Brut Rheingau Riesling Sekt Reserve 

 £46.05  £552.60 

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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RHEINGAU



Since 2006, Christian and Matthias Runkel -  

or “The Bischel Boys” - have been running the 23 ha estate. 

The Appenheim-based estate was established in 1968 

after the brothers undertook vineyard work placements 

in South Africa and New Zealand. The young winemakers 

follow an extreme quality mantra and resolute belief in the 

ancient art of making wine by hand, and a refusal to use 

modern oenological techniques. Their focus on the origin 

of the grapes - and not the work in the cellar - results in 

environmentally-friendly viticulture, minimal harvests, and 

wines that are fun for the maker and recipient alike.

With predominantly Riesling vines, as well as Pinot, the ripe 

grapes are carefully selected by hand in October. They are 

then placed in vats, thus ensuring they can be processed 

with the utmost care in the winery later on. The wine is 

fermented and matured in French oak barrels or stainless 

steel tanks to be bottled early the following spring.  

The result is characterful wines, with a uniqueness that 

reflects their heritage. 

Despite their youth, The Bischel Boys – with their 

uncompromising awareness for quality and unquestionable 

production techniques – are now members of the renowned 

association of top producers; The VDP. 

rheinhessen 
weingut bischel  

1. 2018 Estate Riesling dry 

 £16.55  £198.60

2. 2019 Estate Riesling dry 

 £16.55  £198.60 

3. 2019 Gau-Algesheim Riesling “Terra Fusca” dry 

 £20.10   £241.20

4. 2017 Binger Riesling Quazit dry  

 £21.00   £252.00

5. 2017 Binger Scharlachberg Riesling dry 

 £34.10  £409.20

6. 2019 Appenheimer Hundertgulden Riesling Grand Cru dry   

 £38.10  £457.20

7. 2016 Appenheimer Frühburgunder dry 

 £25.10 £301.20

8. 2017 Appenheimer Frühburgunder dry 

 £27.50  £330.00

9. 2016 Appenheimer Spätburgunder dry  

 £25.10  £301.20

10. 2017 Appenheimer Spätburgunder Premier Cru dry

 £34.85  £418.20

11. 2016 Gau-Algesheimer Johannisburg Spätburgunder dry   

 £34.10   £409.20

12. 2017 Gau-Algesheimer Johannisburg Spätburgunder   

 Premier Cru dry  

 £34.85  £418.20  

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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RHEINHESSEN

we love puristic wines  
that have a history and 
therefore a story to tell. 

inspiration: 



Groebe are steeped in 250 years of winemaking heritage 

near Westhofen, striving to work harmoniously with the 

unique Rhine River terroir to produce wines with  

unique character, generation after generation.

The 70% Riesling, 18% Pinot, 10% Silvaner and 2% various 

grapes are cultivated in 9 ha of century-old vineyards, in 

soils that have been responsibly cared for by the Groebe 

family for generations. As founding members of the 

“Controlled and Environmentally Safe Viticulture” private 

association, the family strongly believe in letting nature 

play its delicate role: without the  use of mineral fertilisers, 

preferring instead to allow natural growth and competition 

between the vines - forcing the vines to suffer and to look 

for their nourishment in the deeper layers of the soil   

at each of the individual Westhofen sites.

Nature’s ingredients produce - hand picked only - grapes 

that when at their Öchsle & acidity optimum in October, 

are gently pressed and slowly ferment in oak wood vats in 

deep cool cellars. After months of slow maturing, the wine is 

carefully bottled resulting in a product that shows harmony 

and characteristics of the Groebe heritage.

rheinhessen 
weingut k. f. groebe  

1. 2019 Estate Riesling dry  

 £17.95  £215.40

2. 2020 Estate Riesling dry  

 £18.10  £217.20

3. 2020 Riesling *1763*   

 £19.10  £229.20

4. 2020 Westhofener Riesling dry  

 £26.05 £312.60

5. 2019 Kirchspiel Riesling Grand Cru dry   

 £46.20  £554.40

6. 2019 Aulerde Riesling Grand Cru dry 

 £46.20 £554.40

7. 2017 Aulerde Riesling Auslese Goldkapsel (0.375l)   

 £53.30  £639.60

8. 2015 Kirchspiel Riesling Beerenauslese (0.375l)  

 £92.20  £1,106.40

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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RHEINHESSEN

music and beauty of nature 
inspire me every day anew. 

inspiration: 



Bentz Aldinger arrived in the town of Fellbach in 1492 and 

the Aldinger family has been working the land here ever 

since. Currently, three generations are working under one 

roof, all sharing a commitment to dry wines, low yields and 

top quality. Today the estate is run by Gert Aldinger,  

and his sons Matthias and Hans-Jörg.

28% of the vineyard is planted with Riesling, followed by a 

diverse range of both German and international varieties. 

The family’s flagship vineyard is Untertürkheimer Gips, a 

former gypsum mine reverted to viticulture by the family in 

1974. Marienglas is a small vineyard-within-a-vineyard,  

a tiny parcel in Untertürkheimer Gips with an unusually 

high proportion of a rare form of gymsum known  

as Marienglas. The Riesling and Spätburgunder are  

elegant and juicy.

Aldinger is a member of the VDP and they were also  

voted ‘Best Winemaker of the Year 2020’.

württemberg 
weingut aldinger   

1. 2019 Rebhuhn Riesling dry 
 £14.10 £169.20

2. 2019 Sauvignon Blanc Reserve dry 
 £25.85  £310.20

3. 2017 Estate Lemberger dry 
 £14.95  £179.40

4. 2019 Estate Lemberger dry 
 £15.50  £186.00

5. 2019 Hanweiler Berg Lemberg Premier Cru dry 
 £23.99  £287.88

6. 2019 Fellbacher Lämmer Lemberg Grand Cru dry  
       Available from February 2022 
  £50.90  £610.80

7. 2019 Estate Spätburgunder QbA dry 
 £15.50  £186.00

8. 2019 Untertürkheimer Gips Spätburgunder Premier Cru dry  
 £23.99  £287.88

9. 2014 Marienglas Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry 
 £50.50  £606.00

10. 2016 / 17 / 18 Marienglas Spätburgunder Grand Cru dry 
 £42.00  £504.00

11. 2015 Fellbacher Lämmler Riesling Auslese (0.375l) 
 £22.00  £264.00

12. 2015 Marienglas Riesling Beerenauslese (0.375l) 
 £42.00  £504.00

         Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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WÜRTTEMBERG

working together with 
nature is the only way to 
achieve world-class quality. 
we listen carefully to the 
needs of our soil, vines and 
skies. each vineyard and each 
vintage must be accepted on 
its own unique merits.

inspiration: 



baden - hessische bergstrasse - mosel 
stock wines

mosel 

weingut clemens busch 
Clemens Busch is a small family-owned winery in 

Pünderich in the Middle Mosel, where the steep slate 

slopes create the perfect growing conditions for Riesling.

The majority of their sites are located in the Grosse  

Lage/Gewächs (Grand Cru) of Pünderich Marienburg,  

a 25 ha south/south-west facing vineyard spanning  

an entire hillside.

1.  2010 Marienburg Rothenpfad Riesling Auslese (0.375l)  

 £40.80  £489.60

2. 2014 Marienburg Rothenpfad Riesling Auslese (0.375l)   

 £40.80  £489.60

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT

baden 

weingut laible 
Alexander Laible hails from wine aristocracy, son of the 

famous Laible estate in Durbach, Baden, he set up his own 

winery in 2007. His estate is a small but a fine 8ha in size.

1. 2016 Riesling Tausend Sterne dry 

 £34.55  £414.60

  Cost per bottle and per case of 12 – incl VAT
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BADEN

MOSEL



german
rare wines

The sourcing of rare wines is now an established 

service from The WineBarn. We travel to Germany 

on a regular basis or on special individual wine 

finding missions, visiting winemakers, checking out 

private cellars and generally keeping an ear to the 

ground on where to find these rarest of wines.  

In addition to this, we have been attending  

annual fine wine auctions in Germany, in the Mosel 

and the Rheingau. Whatever our clients seek, 

we will endeavour to find and ensure they are in 

pristine condition.

Some of these wines date back to 1811 and can be 

found at the Bassermann-Jordan estate. Some of the 

classics have been tasted, loved and written about by 

poets such as Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and the 

like. With our growing reputation in this specialised 

field, The WineBarn is now also regularly approached 

by private wine collectors from around the world 

who are looking to sell some of their gems into the 

trustworthy hands of like-minded collectors.

Naturally, some wines are highly prestigious items for 

the serious collector, but there are also more affordable 

options to be enjoyed, and these will give any wine 

list an added dimension. In any case, all the wines are 

sourced on an individual basis and are transferred to 

their destination with the utmost care and attention.

Some of our most recent finds include:

SCHLOSS REINHARTSHAUSEN - RHEINGAU 
one of the oldest chateaux’s since 1337.

1953 Marcobrunn Riesling Edel-BA Cabinet

1949 Marcobrunn Riesling TBA (0.7l)

1937 Erbacher Marcobrunn Riesling 
Trockenbeerenauslese (Auction wine)

HESSISCHE STAATSWEINGÜTER/KLOSTER EBERBACH 
- RHEINGAU - Cloister Legend since 1136.

1953 Rauenthaler Baiken Riesling TBA (Auction wine)

1953 Steinberger Riesling

Trockenbeerenauslese (Auction wine)

1976 Rüdesheimer Berg Schlossberg Riesling 
Trockenbeerenauslese (Auction wine)

DR H. THANISCH - MOSEL - 375 years  of tradition.

1921 Bernkasteler Doctor Riesling TBA  
1953 Berncasteler Doctor Riesling NR-21 BA  0.7l 

DR VON BASSERMANN-JORDAN - PFALZ  
300 years of tradition and Johann-Wolfgang von Goethe 
was a customer.

1959 Forster Jesuitengarten Riesling TBA  0.7l   

Re-labelling of 1921 TBA Aug 2020 1921 TBA looking pristine



the winebarn 
trade terms & conditions

Claims for breakages will only be considered if notice of the claim is given to us 
within 24 hours of receipt of the consignment. Breakages must be retained with the 
packaging for examination by the carrier. Should a consignment not be received within 
ten days of order, we must be informed immediately on 01962 761 215.

Due to the nature of Fine Wines and wines purchased in bond, delivery may be slightly 
longer than usual as they must be transferred from a bonded warehouse. Delivery 
information on these wines will therefore be made on a case-by-case basis.

Samples:
These may be charged. Any charge may possibly be refunded upon receipt of an order 
for the wines supplied.

Events Outside Our Control:
We are not liable or responsible for any failure to perform, or the delay in performance 
of, any of our obligations in these Terms and Conditions caused by Events Outside Our 
Control.  An Event Outside Our Control includes, but is not limited to; industrial action, 
lock-outs, strikes, civil unrest or rioting, foreign or domestic invasion, terrorist action 
(or threat of), war (whether officially declared or not), military preparations for war, 
fire, explosion, storm, flood, earthquake, subsidence, epidemic or any other natural 
disaster, or failure of network or telecommunications. As we import goods from EU and 
non-EU countries, these also include circumstances that occur outside of the UK that 
demonstrably affect our ability to fulfill any of our obligations in these terms.

In the unlikely circumstance that one of these events presents itself, we will contact 
you as soon as possible. Our obligations, including those of delivery, are suspended 
until such events have concluded.

Refunds and Returns:
As a consumer, you have legal rights in relation to goods that are faulty.

If any wines purchased from The WineBarn Ltd are found to be faulty or if a delivery is 
damaged on receipt, we will replace the wine providing the bottles are returned to us 
within 7 days. Please notify us on 01962 761 215 if you wish to make a return, letting 
us know the reason for it.  Wines that do not comply with your taste expectations are 
non-returnable.  You can receive more advice on these topics at your local Citizens 
Advice Bureau or Trading Standards office. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions 
affects these legal rights.

In the case of wine purchased ‘in bond’, no refund can be given when a case has left 
bond as the value will be affected. 

General:
Customers must be of the legal age to purchase alcohol in their country (18 years old in 
the UK) and by ordering from The WineBarn Ltd a customer confirms that s/he is of the 
applicable age limit.  These terms and conditions and all our contracts are governed by 
English Law and are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts. We shall 
not be liable for any failure to meet our obligations caused by circumstances beyond 
our control. If any provision of these terms and conditions is found by a court to be 
invalid, ineffective or unenforceable, the remainder of these terms and conditions shall 
continue to be valid and enforceable.

Rare Wines:
Terms: Subject to change. Availability must be confirmed. Shipping cost of £100.00 
per case of 6 to UK. Prices are ex duty, ex cellar Germany.
Fit for Purpose: Parcels sold are enormously varied in terms of age, category and 
condition, and may be purchased for a variety of purposes. Unless otherwise 
specifically agreed, no promise is made that a lot is fit for any particular purpose. 
All bottles are in original producers’ wine cellar. In the event that wines are out of 
condition for consumption, The WineBarn holds no obligation for replacements.

Price: The purchase price of rare wines is exclusive of duty & VAT, and the buyer shall 
be responsible for; (i) any charge for storage from the date of the sale; (ii) any charge 
for subsequent packing or carriage (iii) pre-payment only (iv) full terms and conditions 
on request. Prices my vary due to currency fluctuation (v) all prices are per bottle ex 
VAT, ex cellar.

Payment and Ownership: The buyer must pay the full amount due immediately after 
the sale. This applies even if the buyer wishes to export the lot and an export licence is, 
or may be, required. The buyer will not acquire title to the lot until all amounts due to us 
from the buyer have been received by us in good cleared funds even in circumstances 
where we have released the lot to the buyer.

Packing, Handling & Shipping: Although we shall use reasonable efforts to take care 
when handling, packing and shipping a purchased lot and in selecting third parties 
for these purposes, we are not responsible for the acts or omissions of any such third 
parties. Availability changes daily.

The terms set out above shall supersede all published terms which are inconsistent 
with them, and all previously published price lists are herewith cancelled.

Law and Jurisdiction:
These Terms and Conditions and all contracts entered into are governed by English 
law and are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.

The WineBarn is the trading name of The WineBarn Ltd. thewinebarn.co.uk is owned 
by The WineBarn Ltd, registered office 16 Taylors Yard, Sutton Scotney, Winchester, 
Hampshire, SO21 3XX. Company registration in England & Wales No. 3608536, VAT 
Registration Number 717 8985 76.

All case prices are duty paid and inclusive of VAT and are for cases/cartons of 12 x 
75cl bottles of wine - unless specified otherwise. All orders received by the Company 
are subject to these Terms and Conditions. No Terms and Conditions put forward by 
the client shall be binding on the Company. The minimum order is 6 bottles, which 
can be mixed.

Orders:
An order received by the Company or its representative, is deemed to be an “offer of 
purchase” by the Customer which shall be deemed to be accepted by the Company 
upon delivery of the goods. Accordingly, whilst the Company will endeavour to deliver 
the goods without delay, any delay in delivery or failure to deliver shall not be a breach 
of any contract. All orders are subject to availability.

Prices:
All prices are in British Pounds (GBP) and are listed inclusive of VAT, unless otherwise 
specified. Products are sold according to the price indicated on the site the day of the 
order. We have the right to change these prices when and if deemed necessary. Any 
changes in price will not affect existing contracts of sale between us and you.

The WineBarn Ltd reserves the right to charge interest on overdue accounts and/or to 
resume possession of the goods to which those overdue accounts relate.

Any orders destined for export must be paid for in full before the goods are released 
for shipment. Please note that once a consignment has left the UK mainland we are not 
responsible for the quality of the shipment on arrival at its final destination

These prices do not include the cost of delivery.

Terms:
Payment on receipt of invoice via online payment portal and before dispatch of goods.

Retention of Title:
Legal and equitable title to and property in the goods supplied to the Customer under 
this contract shall not pass to the Customer but shall remain with the Company until 
the Company has received full payment for the goods supplied under this contract and 
for all other goods supplied by the Company to the Customer under this or any other 
contract. Until such time as property in the goods passes to you such goods shall be 
held by the customer as our bailee and the customer will store them so that they can 
be clearly identified as our property. In the event that the Customer does not make 
payment to the Company in full of any monies owing under this or any other contract 
by the due date or if the Customer becomes insolvent or commits an act of bankruptcy 
or makes any arrangement or composition with his or its creditors or an order is made 
or a resolution is passed for the winding up of the Customer or an encumbrancer takes 
possession or a receiver or administrator is appointed of a whole or any part of the 
assets of the Customer or the Customer makes default in Payment of any negotiable 
instrument or the Customer ceases or threatens to cease carrying on its business, 
the Company shall be entitled to resume immediate possession of the goods without 
notice for which purpose the Customer grants to the Company an unrestricted right 
of access to and entry upon any premises in which the goods may be or are likely to 
be situated from time to time. The Customer shall be entitled to re-sell the goods in its 
ordinary course of business only notwithstanding that legal and equitable title in those 
goods may not have passed to the Customer but in such event the proceeds of sale 
arising from the resale of the goods shall be held in trust by the Customer for and on 
behalf of the Company.

Delivery:
Delivery charges start at £12 per case (incl. VAT) within mainland England and Wales. 
For mainland Scotland, delivery charges start at £18 per case (incl. VAT).

There will be a surcharge of £24 if the first delivery attempt fails.

Please note that delivery charges to the following parts of the UK starts at £30 (incl. 
VAT) per case;

Highland Scotland Postcodes: AB; DD; FK; IV; TR

Isle of Wight (IOW): PO30-PO41;

Scottish Islands, Channel Islands, IOM, Northern & Southern Ireland Postcodes: PH; 
PA; KA; KW;

We can arrange international delivery to most countries, for a quotation please either 
call us on +44 (0) 1962 761215, or send an email to angi@thewinebarn.co.uk

We are unable to guarantee a specific delivery time. Our specialist carriers can only 
deliver when a signature for receipt is obtainable. If a customer gives a specific 
instruction to leave the wine without a signature being obtained or to leave the 
wine at an alternative address or location, we cannot accept responsibility for any 
consequential loss or damage.

Whilst we endeavour to deliver as soon as possible, late deliveries may happen for 
reasons outside of our control. A late delivery does not constitute a breach of contract 
by us and no claim can be made by, or on behalf of, the buyer, whatever the cause. 
We cannot be held responsible if a delivery is not possible due to an incorrect address.
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The WineBarn

16 Taylors Yard, Sutton Scotney

Winchester, Hampshire

SO21 3XX, England

Tel: 00 44 (0)1962 761215

The WineBarn 

Aachener Str 647-651 

50226 Frechen (Köln)

Germany 

Tel: 00 44 (0)7818 033309

wine@thewinebarn.co.uk

www.thewinebarn.co.uk
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